Atlas turnout wiring diagram

Their new turnouts still have those impossible-to-solder-to frogs. So what do you do? Screw a
small brass screw into the one of the holes on their frog and solder to that. Easier yet, is a
busbar and screws that Atlas sells through their parts department. They are available from
Atlas' online store. Not many hobby shops carry them any more. They are just touching the rail
and may become unreliable over time. This might be cause poor electrical contact years down
the road. Also, they may get hot under a short situation. Since I cannot see them and tell for
sure, I suggest you add the option 1 bonds. Ed Oates says that he took a turnout apart and
found the above to be true. He says that he can solder to the underside of the hinge rivet easily.
He does not affect point movement. Just be sure not to get too much solder on the turnout. If it
flows through the rivet onto the topside of the turnout, it may indeed affect movement. Connect
the wire from the rivet to a bus as a feeder. Ed also states that the closure and frog rails are a
single piece of nickel-silver. One goes over the other inside the plastic covered frog; the metal
frog top for customline and super switches are insulated from the rails underneath it by the
same plastic. Since the corresponding frog and closure are a single piece of metal, they can be
fed from the next track section via rail joiners or whatever technique one uses to feed any
section of track. He says that he drop his feeders and connects to the power bus when he
attached to the hinge as he mentions above. To avoid a short should someone come into the
switch with the points thrown against them, I suggest you use a bulb. See section for more on
the bulb. See the track wiring section for more information on using light bulbs. Atlas has
several lines of turnouts. All are basically the same. It is just that some look better than others
for the modeler who wants a more realistic looking turnout. Connect your power routing switch
or switch machine to your bus as shown in the above drawing. If the locomotive shorts when it
goes across the frog, swap the wires that connect your power routing switch or switch machine
to your bus. Run a wire from each point rail to the corresponding bus wire as shown in color
above. Run a wire from each stock rail to the corresponding bus wire as shown in color above.
Code 83, The Roco turnout is similar to the Atlas turnout. Both are already DCC friendly. Roco
has made things a bit easier than Atlas. They provide a connector on the side of the turnout to
power route the frog. The feeds from the track bus wire do not need to be attached where I have
shown them. You may use the connector pins provided. Mine are shown where they are simply
for clarity of the drawing. Personally, I use the connector for the frog only. I solder the wires to
the stock rails for consistency with all my other track work. The jumpers shown above as
"Present, no need to add" are visible and adequate for the job should a short occur. This will
give you reliable electrical contact to the points for years to come. That may be a good thing,
the point rails break off the throwbar very easily. Note: You do not need to use insulated joiners
anywhere on this turnout. You may print this for your own, personal, non-commercial use.
Non-commercial, non-personal reproduction may be requested by visiting w All users,
commercial and non-commercial, may link only to this site at Connect the frog to your power
routing switch or switch machine. Turnout Control. Decoder Installs. Block Detection. Wire
Resistance. DCC for Beginners. DCC in the Garden. HO RR Photos. DCC Topics. Garden RR
Photos. Summary: This article deals with wiring track power for turnouts. There are other
articles discussing wiring in general, the various types of turnouts and how to operate them
remotely. Here are some recommendations for wiring turnouts on a DCC layout This diagram
shows where to feed track power to a typical turnout. Basically, feed power everywhere an
arrow is shown and do not rely on the metal rail joiners, they don't always make reliable
electrical joints. In particular, try to feed power to all of the separate metal rail components in
each turnout except the guard rails. If two components are already electrically bonded with with
internal wires usually on the underside then you only need to feed one of them. Many turnouts
Peco is an exception have the bonding wires already installed as shown between the stock rails
and the closure rails. They might not be exactly as shown on the diagram they can be the other
side of the frog for example but if they're not there then ideally you should add them. Finally, if
the frog is live, wire up a frog feed from a frog polarity switch or a Frog Juicer. There are a few
reasons for the confusion. First, they come in two varieties, Insulfrog and Electrofrog. A third
variety, the UniFrog , is beginning to appear. This new design will replace the Insulfrog and
Electrofrog in time. PECO Insulfrog turnouts are power routing or self-isolating and therefore,
it's not just good practice - you must wire all routes out of the turnout to avoid losing DCC
power to a siding that is not selected. PECO Electrofrogs are simple to wire up for DCC, no
special wiring is required to get them working but for the most reliable performance you should
follow the recommendations above and add feeds as suggested. You can also modify them to
be more DCC-friendly if you encounter the problem with the back of metal wheels causing a
short circuit between the blade and the stock rail. The diagram shows the electrical view of a
modified PECO Electrofrog in both the open and closed positions. A second benefit of the
modification is that it improves reliability by reducing the reliance on the mechanical contacts

to carry electric current. The picture shows that the Electrofrog point rails have 3 mechanical
contacts from which to get their power. Before modifiying an Electrofrog as described earlier,
and if you have not added a dedicated frog power feed, then the first two contacts methods are
how the point rail is powered, and the third is how the frog is powered from the point rail.
Therefore there is quite a bit to go wrong if things get dirty. After modification which then
requires powering the frog , all 3 contact methods power the point rail and the frog relies on
none of them. Obviously there is still the slight risk that all 3 will fail and the point rail will be
unpowered but the solution to add futher bonding wires to the point rails is quite tricky since
the wires need to flex and it is hard to solder anything to the point rails that can't be seen.
Which DCC system is right for you? Jump to: navigation , search. Wiring a Typical Turnout. Last
Edited : 5 July DCC Terms. Primary DCC Components. Many model railroaders use the Atlas
solenoid switch machines for remote turnout control. They are relatively inexpensive, easy to
hook up following the directions on the package, and they are readily available in most local
hobby shops. There are many different manufacturers of solenoid switch machines, but the
wiring will be mostly the same for all of them. I just happened to use Atlas because they were
more available to me at my local hobby shop. I have worked with both N-scale and HO scale
switches and haven't found any differences in the wiring. I have not tried to wire an N- scale
solenoid switch to an HO turnout, but I suspect there may be a problem powering the larger
turnout with the smaller N-scale solenoid. The enclosed SPDT switch is a rather bulky device
that is not very well suited for a control panel. It can be done if they are arranged properly on
the control panel to roughly correlate with the position of your turnouts on the layout as shown
in this picture. However, it's probably much neater to use small momentary SPDT toggle
switches that you can buy from Miniatronics , Allelectronics and other electronic supply
companies in place of the Atlas SPDT switches, especially if you have a fairly large layout with
lots of remote turnouts. Someone asked me a question recently about how to wire these
momentary SPDT toggle switches to the Atlas remote switch machine. If you're not an
electronics type person, this might be a challenge to do it correctly. Figure A is a wiring diagram
that should help simplify the connections. Remember that you MUST use a momentary switch. If
it's not a momentary switch, you will burn out the solenoid switch machine the first time you
use it. The momentary switch provides power to the device only as long as your finger is on the
switch, which should be less than a second. This is all that should be required to activate the
device. If you hold your finger on the switch for too long, it will burn out. You can get creative
with these switches and have them activate relay switches at the same time that they activate
your turnout so that lights come on or animations occur. You can also hook up 2 or more
remote turnouts to one toggle switch. That way you can line up your turnouts with the throw of
one switch to allow your train to follow a particular route. You could have several of these
momentary toggle switches on your control panel that will direct your train to follow one route
or another depending on which toggle you throw. There is a limit on the number of remote
turnouts you can control with one toggle switch because if the current is split up between too
many devices, there won't be enough amperage to activate them. You may have to experiment
to see how many you can activate with one toggle, but it's usually only If you have a
complicated yard ladder , you can set up a diode matrix that will allow you to throw one toggle
to activate multiple turnouts to line up the route to any of the segments of track in the yard. A
detailed article has been written on this topic in N Scale Magazine in July, if you are interested
in pursuing it further. Or you can find similar articles online, such as Steve's Railway Pages.
Deep Discounts on Locos, Railcars, and Structures. Tracks Newsletter: Sign Up Here! DCC
decoder installation is relatively easy these days with many locomotives being sold as DCC
ready. Here are a few tips for installation. First there was DC-Analog. Then there was DCC. And
now there's LCC, which may be the future of layout command control. Privacy Policy. Hobby
Central Train Station. Contact Us. All rights reserved. Building Your Model Railroad. Follow Us
on Facebook and Instagram. Related Pages. Model Railroad Wiring Overview of different types
of model railroad wiring. Sign up for our free monthly newsletter I am at least 16 years of age. I
have read and accept the privacy policy. I understand that you will use my information to send
me a newsletter. Back to Home Page. I've almost resolved the short by removing problematic
turnouts and the associated wires. Part of the issue is not wiring Atlas turnouts correctly, so
here's what Atlas told me:. The only thing special to do is when adding plastic rail joiners when
putting turnouts in different blocks. You only need palstic joiners to cut off power for DC or if
yoou want to be able to cut power for parking trains with the power completely cut off when
using DCC. Or if the turnout is part of a reverse loop or wye. Feeders on all 3 legs are NOT the
cause of your problem, my entire layout was wired that way. You just had one backwards left
rail connected to right rail bus and vice-versa - actually, just ONE wrong would be a short.
Modeling the Reading Railroad in the 's. Visit my web site at Randy and anyone else versed in

wiring : Very true that one wrong caused a short. I might have resolved the issue yesterday, so
what a big problem resolved. The next issue is wiring the turnouts to the buss without creating
a short. Hence that is the reason for talking to Atlas. Should I still use the three sets of feeders
for each turnout or not bother since Atlas says it's not necessary? Atlas Custom Line turnouts
are non-power routing with dead metal frogs. They are considered DCC Friendly. As such, there
are no special wiring requirements. For maximum connectivity, they should be wired on all
three ends. Theoretically, you don't need to add feeders to the turnout at all, but this
presupposes that the rail joiners are nice and tight to carry current through the turnout from
one end to another. There is no need to use plastic rail joiners on an Atlas Custom Line turnout
unless, for some reason, you are trying to isolate either the turnout or the adjacent section of
track. But, you can still create a short if you wire a feeder to the wrong rail. So, you need to be
certain that you understand the polarity of the various rail segments that make up a turnout. It's
a redundancy and you get to make the choice. Metal rail joiners may not be tight, weathering
and ballast cement may compromise the conductivity. I did not use 3 sets on my turnouts.
Because both these types of turnouts are "dead frog" I don't worry about wiring each turnout
for frog polarity. I consider turnouts just another track section. Unless you are using powered
frogs you don't need "extra" feeders to the diverging side of the turnout. Thanks everyone for
all the help. The assistance provided should serve as a guide for others with Atlas turnouts.
They are so easy to use. I highly recommend them! Check out our. Login or Register. Latest
Headlines. Popular Topics. Model Railroading Tools. Model Railroader. Model Railroader Video
Plus. Latest User Videos. New Products. In Our Store. Current Issue. How Atlas suggests wiring
their turnouts views. Order Ascending Order Descending. Member since February 1, posts.
Posted by kasskaboose on Wednesday, July 25, PM. Hello, I've almost resolved the short by
removing problematic turnouts and the associated wires. Part of the issue is not wiring Atlas
turnouts correctly, so here's what Atlas told me: Their turnouts don't require special wiring--no
additional feeders--for DC or DCC. Posted by rrinker on Wednesday, July 25, PM. Besides what
you mention, I can use plastic joiners to go from mainline to yard. Member since September
From: Dearborn Station 20, posts. Posted by richhotrain on Wednesday, July 25, PM. Member
since July From: somerset, nj 3, posts. Posted by gregc on Thursday, July 26, AM. Member
since December From: Shenandoah Valley 7, posts. Member since January 5, posts. I do not
solder the joiners learned the hard way nor do I use feeders on any for my Atlas turnouts. I went
with the Walthers joiners because of their low visibility profile. There are four joiners in this
picture and they are very hard to see. Code 83 rails. This picture is a homebrew Double
Crossover, the joiners are just to the left of the turnout frogs and right of the crossing frog in
the middle of the picture. Bakersfield , California. I'm beginning to realize that aging is not for
wimps. Posted by jjdamnit on Thursday, July 26, PM. Hope this helps. Posted by kasskaboose
on Friday, July 27, PM. Posted by gary on Saturday, July 28, AM. Did you resolve the problem?
What was causing the short? Users Online. Chessie Fan. Great Northern Fan Search the
Community. Model Railroader Newsletter See all. Sign up for our FREE e-newsletter and get
model railroad news in your inbox! Sign up. Model Railroader Newsletter Sign up! Follow us:
Facebook. More great sites from Kalmbach Media :. How Atlas suggests wiring their turnouts
Posted by kasskaboose on Wednesday, July 25, PM Hello, I've almost resolved the short by
removing problematic turnouts and the associated wires. Posted by kasskaboose on
Wednesday, July 25, PM Randy and anyone else versed in wiring : Very true that one wrong
caused a short. Rich Alton Junction Reply. Posted by richhotrain on Wednesday, July 25, PM
There is no need to use plastic rail joiners on an Atlas Custom Line turnout unless, for some
reason, you are trying to isolate either the turnout or the adjacent section of track. Posted by
richhotrain on Wednesday, July 25, PM kasskaboose The next issue is wiring the turnouts to the
buss without creating a short. It should be simple enough if you follow a colored wire protocol.
For example, a bus can consist of red and blue wires, and the feeders can also be red and blue.
Red to red, and blue to blue. Posted by gregc on Thursday, July 26, AM kasskaboose The next
issue is wiring the turnouts to the buss without creating a short. Posted by BigDaddy on
Thursday, July 26, AM kasskaboose Should I still use the three sets of feeders for each turnout
or not bother since Atlas says it's not necessary? Turnouts can be a frustration on a model
railroad layout. Cars can derail from mechanical problems and engines can stall from electrical
problems. In this video, Leone shows how to help solve these stalling issues. Model railroad
turnouts often come with live frogs or dead frogs, frogs being the portion in the center of a
turnout where the two tracks diverge. A live turnout is electrically charged so the engine can
pass through easily while a dead frog made of plastic or metal is not charged and an engine
could stall out. A continuity tester can be used to check a live frog, emitting a sound when it
detects a complete circuit. There should be continuity between any rail on the model railroad
turnout and the frog. Tortoise machines, which Leone recommends to power a model railroad

turnout, have internal contacts that allow a plus or minus charge, powering the frog depending
on which way the turnout is thrown. Leone follows the wiring diagram of the tortoise machine to
wire the frog. First he places two feeder wires on top of the layout which will come from the bus
wire underneath. The outside rails or stock rails on a model railroad turnout should always be
the same polarity. He drills holes through the roadbed and subroadbed and runs wires down on
both sides of the turnout. After running the wire through, the next step is to solder them to the
track. Leone does this by stripping the top of the wire and adding solder to the wire and the
track to connect them. Next he drills a hole for the feeder wire which will connect to the frog. To
wire the tortoise, he uses a wire stripper to expose the bus wire and attaches the stock wires.
To learn more tips on wiring your layout visit the Model Railroad Academy website. The first
thing you have to consider when building the benchwork for a new model railroad scene is the
type of layout you are looking to construct. Oftentimes, holes and gaps in a model railroad
backdrop are essential in order to have a train end up somewhere else in the scene. These
holes in a structure help give it more depth and add to the aesthetic appeal and realistic nature
of your model. However, when left exposed they can have the oppositeâ€¦. Nothing completes a
model railroad quite like a well made backdrop. You can add a remarkable amount of realism to
your model railroad layouts by setting the scene for a nice blue sky day with a room-brightening
backdrop. But, you can avoid this issue and maintain a fluid scene by making the joint between
landscape and backdrop as flush as possible. Good news is, painting model railroad backdrops
that smoothly transitionâ€¦. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN.
Search for:. Become A Member. Duration: Become A Member. Premium Sign up for premium
membership and get access to our best model railroad videos and step-by-step instructional
projects. Learn new techniques and tips from friendly experts. Gold Upgrade to GOLD
membership and get unlimited access to our entire library of premium model railroad videos,
receive discounts on DVDs, video downloads, and classes in the shop. Building a Model
Railroad Benchwork L-Girder The first thing you have to consider when building the benchwork
for a new model railroad scene is the type of layout you are looking to construct. Hide a Hole in
Your Model Railroad Backdrop Oftentimes, holes and gaps in a model railroad backdrop are
essential in order to have a train end up somewhere else in the scene. Tips for Painting
Backdrops for Model Railroads Nothing completes a model railroad quite like a well made
backdrop. Get Connected. Stay On Track. I am using Code 80 N scale Atlas turnouts on my
layout. Does anyone have a proven wiring schematic for Code 80 Atlas turnouts they can
share? I want to be sure that I get everything wired properly. This is is diverted to the outer
posts, each becomes a run to the outer posts of the switch machine, where the center post is
the origin of the return wire. I want to use SPST push button switches - one each for open and
closed position of each turnout. What is the best way to wire those? Can anyone share a
schematic? That way if a switch gets stuck or some one leans on it you will not burn out you
point motor. The circuit below is simple and effective. This would be the circuit. For additional
motors just wire them the same after the CD Unit. Only one CD unit is required for an average
layout. This link will also help you out. The book can be bought at your LHS local hobby shop or
online. It'll also help me out when I get my layout running. While you can get toggle type
switches that are momentary and SPST, they are more expensive than the push button solution.
This is true, but the schematic he provides, from Rob Paisley's excellent model railroad
electronics website, is for a complete Capacitor Discharge power supply, so you would not
hook this up according to the lower diagram. If you want to add a capacitor discharge to an
existing power supply use the circuit and cut out the transformer, fuse and diodes. Use the
remainder of the circuit and connect to your existing DC supply, matching the polarity of the
supply with the output polarity shown. In the diagram below remove all the stuff to the left of the
red line and connect your existing supply. The nice thing about Rob's second circuit you know
when the supply is ready to throw a turnout again. I personally don't think a Capacitor
discharge is needed for Atlas switch machines, unless you want to throw five or more at the
same time by choosing a route for a yard ladder, but that requires more circuitry. And don't
know how it protects from someone holding the button too long. As after the initial discharge of
the capacitor the power supply would still be connected to the coil of the switch machine and it
would overheat. I mentally flipped Pole and Throw Also, my experience is that a CD [capacitive
discharge] unit is not needed - unless many machines are driven at the same time. And if your
switches cannot be leaned on, the coils in the machines should be OK Push buttons would be a
bit better than toggles, but you can also make the switch action if a toggle horizontal, not
vertical. And there are Many variations. When the contact is open, the NPN transistor is biased
on by the 2. When the contact is closed, the low resistance of the switch coil effectively grounds
the base of the transistor, turning it off, preventing current from flowing. The only current
available to the switch col is the charge on the capacitor. This is an improvement over the

earlier form of capacitor discharge circuit that used a resistor between the power supply and
the capacitor to limit current flow. That works, but requires much longer to recharge the cap.
Your right I should have said to leave off the transformer and fuse. I would still tend to leave the
diode bridge in so it is not possible to connect the polarities backwards and damage the
electronics. Throwing a large number of turnouts is secondary. It is better to install a CD Unit
that is about the cost of one turnout than have to replace a couple of burnt out turnouts in the in
the future. The main issue is in my post "if a switch gets stuck MRRailroaders tend to buy cheap
push buttons rather than good quality toggle PBs and these have a tendency to weld shut from
the momentary high surge current that coil type switch machines need to operate. That is
another good reason for a CD Unit is to get that extra oomph that you don't get from a straight
feed from a DC supply. Peter, figured it was just a simple mistake, but thought for future
reference it should be corrected. As for the pushbuttons being leaned on that is a good point, I
have seen where people recess the pushbutton to prevent just such a thing. Put it in a PVC pipe
cap and put that into the fascia. There are commercial products available that can be used for
this purpose, a search for recessed toggle switch brings up plenty of mounts. Even though they
say toggle switch most are just the mount and do not include the toggle switch. I did notice
there are a couple different size diameters. Also one has the switch mount hole in the side
versus the back. Grame, yes you could leave in the four diodes that make the bridge, but since
you have make sure those are installed correctly anyway should not be too much trouble to
make sure you hook up the supply positive to the plus side of the capacitor. Also if you don't
happen to have the parts on hand by eliminated those four diodes you have less to buy and put
together. Of course if your supply can have its polarity reversed accidently then those four
diodes that make the bridge are essential. Magazine Home Payment rates Contact us. Questions
and answers Request an article, book, or video Submit magazine trouble ticket How to read the
magazine MRH posting guidelines Contact us. Mynxx Optima Geneva Helvetica. Lucida Georgia
Trebuchet Palatino. Login or register to post comments. This circuitry is independent of your
track wiring I see two errors in the responses given, the response from GregC, is the simplest
and correct. Graeme Nitz states: install Capacitor Discharge between the power supply and the
switches This is true, but the schematic he provides, from Rob Paisley's excellent model
railroad electronics website, is for a complete Capacitor Discharge power supply, so you would
not hook this up according to the lower diagram. Sorry if I caused confusion. Always looking to
learn, Jay K. Jay, thanks for the explanation of the way the circuit works. How have you
electrified the Atlas turnouts cast frogs? Both the Atlas Customline and SuperSwitches have
cast frogs that do not take solder. It looks like it is for wire. That is a pain in the neck. Any
suggestions are appreciated. Except, unfortunately, I am not going to toss all the Atlas turnouts
and get a different brand. Quick and easy. I've used a DPDT slide switch to control the frog
power polarity, change a dwarf signal showing turnout position, and to mechanically move the
turnout all at the same time. My soldering technique isn't that bad. Maybe an off day. The holes
on the 6 frogs will accept a screw, but that looks rather awful from above. You may just need a
little more aggressive flux than what you're using. Now, don't go using acid plumbing flux or
something horrible like that - those are definitely not suitable to anything that will carry current
as you'll get corrosion. I use Superior Flux's Supersafe 30DS for those tough joints and, for that
matter, for all my trackwork , and it does an excellent job. It's a rather aggressive organic acid
flux that's supposedly safe for electrical work. I've used it for years without issue, and
somewhere in my mind I remember that's how I finally got those castings to wet. A bottle will
last you a very long time, unless you're like me and occasionally manage to knock one over.
Then again, the solder fumes may be affecting my memory. It's been a while since I've worked
much with HO switches. Tried again very carefully to solder to the HO Atlas switch and it is
definitely not my lack of technique. The N scale frogs may use a different material than the HO
scale. So, zinc alloy? And some fluxes help? I will research soldering and establishing electrical
connections to zinc and see what appears in addition to the good suggestions above. And a last
resort is the screw connection. Their new turnouts still have those impossible-to-solder-to
frogs. So what do you do? Screw a small brass screw into the one of the holes on their frog and
solder to that. Easier yet, is a busbar and screws that Atlas se
ford oem parts diagram online
72 pontiac lemans
minn kota fortrex 80 parts diagram
lls through their parts department. I have 8 Atlas 4 turnouts with powered frogs in a yard. All I
used was standard soldering basics, nothing special. They are all still working without a
problem. I can't phantom were all this legend comes from. As long as the solder is bridging the
frog tab and the wire you inserted, it works. There are no mechanical forces involved to loosen

the wire. They do not look great but if looks were all that important, you would not be using
Atlas Magazine Home Payment rates Contact us. Questions and answers Request an article,
book, or video Submit magazine trouble ticket How to read the magazine MRH posting
guidelines Contact us. Mynxx Optima Geneva Helvetica. Lucida Georgia Trebuchet Palatino.
How to power Atlas frog? Login or register to post comments. I drill and tap the hole for a
screw, then solder to the screw. I have a few beat-up turnouts for experimentation. Thanks
much! The solution to soldering to Atlas frogs is to get Pot Metal soldering paste.

